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1. PETAL : FLOWER
a. salt : pepper

b. tire : bicycle

d. sandals : shoes

e. puppy : dog

c. base : ball

2. FISH : SCHOOL
a. wolf : pack

b. elephant : jungle

d. herd : peacock

e. cow : farm

c. beagle : clan

3. Here are some words translated from an artificial language. granamelke means big tree pinimelke
means little tree melkehoon means tree house Which word could mean “big house”?
a. granahoon

b. pinishur

c. pinihoon

d. melkegrana

4. Here are some words translated from an artificial language. dionot means oak tree blyonot means
oak leaf blycrin means maple leaf Which word could mean “maple syrup”?
a. blymuth

b. hupponot

c. patricrin

d. crinweel

5. . Tanya is older than Eric. Cliff is older than Tanya. Eric is older than Cliff. If the first two statements
are true, the third statement is
a. true.

b. false.

c. uncertain.

6. All the offices on the 9th floor have wall-towall carpeting. No wall-to-wall carpeting is pink. None of
the offices on the 9th floor has pink wall-to-wall carpeting. If the first two statements are true, the third
statement is
a. true.

b. false.

c. uncertain.

7. Fact 1: Jessica has four children.
Fact 2: Two of the children have blue eyes and two of the children

have brown eyes.

Fact 3: Half of the children are girls.
If the first three statements are facts, which of the following statements must also be a fact?
I. At least one girl has blue eyes.

II. Two of the children are boys.

III. The boys have brown eyes.
a. II only

b. I and III only

c. II and III only

d. None of the statements is a known fact.
8. Fact 1: Islands are surrounded by water.
Fact 2: Maui is an island.
Fact 3: Maui was formed by a volcano.
If the first three statements are facts, which of the following statements must also be a fact?
I. Maui is surrounded by water.
III. All volcanoes are on islands.

II. All islands are formed by volcanoes.

a. I only

b. III only

c. I and II only

d. None of the statements is a known fact.
9. . Nurse Kemp has worked more night shifts in a row than Nurse Rogers, who has worked five. Nurse
Miller has worked fifteen night shifts in a row, more than Nurses Kemp and Rogers combined. Nurse
Calvin has worked eight night shifts in a row, less than Nurse Kemp. How many night shifts in a row has
Nurse Kemp worked?
a. eight

b. nine

c. ten

d. eleven

10. Look at this series: 80, 10, 70, 15, 60, . . . What number should come next?
a. 20
b. 25
c. 30
d. 50
11. When should you use path along with file name of picture in IMG tag?
a. path is optional and not necessary
b. when the location of image file and html file are different
c. when image file and html file both are on same location
d. path is always necessary when inserting image
12. Which of the following is not a valid alignment attribute?
a. Left
b. Right
c. Top
d. All of above
13. Which attribute is used with img tag to display the text if image could not load in browser?
a. description
b. name
c. alt
d. id
14. Which attribute can be used with BODY tag to set background color green?
a. background="green"
b. bgcolor="green"
c. vlink="green"
d. None of above
15. Which attribute you’ll use with TD tag to merge two cells horizontally?
a. merge=colspan2
b. rowspan=2
c. colspan=2
d. merge=row2
16. A webpage displays a picture. What tag was used to display that picture?
a. picture
b. mage
c. img
d. src
17.What is a search engine?
a. a program that searches engines
b. a web site that searches anything
c. a hardware component
d. a machinery engine that search data
18. What is the full form of TCP/IP?
a. transmission control protocol / internet protocol
b. telephone call protocol / international protocol
c. transport control protocol / internet protocol
d. none of the above
19. In Satellite based communication, VSAT stands for?
a. Very Small Aperture Terminal
b. Varying Size Aperture Terminal
c. Very Small Analog Terminal
d. None of the above
20. Outlook Express is a _________
a. E-Mail Client
b. Browser
c. Search Engine
d. None of the above

